Interval Between Doses

Primary vaccination
1st Dose
Over 18:
Except those who are severely
immunosuppressed

Over 18:
Severely Immunosuppressed

16/17:
no additional risk factors

16/17:
At risk for specific medical
conditions (not those severely
immunosuppressed)
16/17:

2nd Dose

3rd Dose

Booster































Invited by NHS - can attend a
drop-in or book if overdue (using
your original invite letter)
Invited by NHS - can attend a
drop-in or book if overdue



8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course to booster
(4 weeks from positive test)

Invited by NHS - can attend a
drop-in or book if overdue
Invited by NHS - can attend a
drop-in or book if overdue (using
your original invite letter)





12 to 15:
No additional risk factors









12 to 15:



Invited by NHS - can attend a
drop-in or book if overdue (using
your original invite letter)
Book by phone or online or
attend drop-in

8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course to booster
(4 weeks from positive test)
12 weeks between primary doses
(12 weeks from positive test)





Book by phone or online or
attend a drop-in

Book by phone or online or
attend drop-in







8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course to booster dose
(4 weeks from positive test)
8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course to booster dose
(4 weeks from positive test)
12 weeks between all doses (12 weeks from
positive test)

How & When

8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course to booster
(4 weeks from positive test)

Severely Immunosuppressed

Specific medical conditions or
household contacts of a person
with immunosuppression

(To Note: there is a minimum gap you have to wait
after a Covid infection to have a vaccine, even if you
are due another dose)









8 weeks between primary doses; 12 weeks
from primary course and booster (4 weeks
from positive test)









N/A

N/A

Specific medical conditions or
household contact of a person
with immunosuppression









8 weeks between primary doses (4 weeks
from positive infection)

Invited by NHS
(From late January 2022)

5-11:









8 weeks between primary doses (4 weeks
from positive infection)

Invited by NHS
(From late January 2022)

12 to 15:
Severely Immunosuppressed

5 -11:
No additional risk factors

5 to 11:

Severely Immunosuppressed

